Orion
Shoulder-long blonde hairs, tall, athletic, animal eyes,
stubble beard dressed in leather and animal skins
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VIOLENCE

GLORY

D10

I'm the greatest hunter there is, and I will hunt what Heroes hunt: the
Artifact! I will put my hands on it before all others!
I hunt animals. As soon as I can I must hunt a dangerous beast and nothing
will stop me from catching my quarry

Legendary archer

D10

Apex Predator
"One shot, One kill"

Take the artifact in your hands before any one else
Hunt the wyrm that hides in the Temple

SEEKER
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MYSTIC SUPER SENSES

CATLIKE AGILITY
CREATE HUNTING TOOLS
EXTREME FOCUS

ACCELERATED PERCEPTION

☑ SIXTH SENSE. When you fail a roll, spend 1 KA to add MYSTIC
SUPER SENSES to your pool and reroll all dice.
☑ AIMED SHOT. When you have time to aim and roll HUNTING
WEAPONS for a ranged attack, spend 1 KA to add a D6 and increase
your Success Level by 1.
☑ PERFECT DEFENSE. When you roll CATLIKE AGILITY to defend
against an attack add ACCELERATED PERCEPTION for free but
increase any Consequence you get by 1.
☑ EXPERT TRACKER. Spend 1 KA to question the Herald about tracks
and clues you can find in a place: he should answer truthfully. You
can ask 1 question for level of SURVIVAL EXPERT (i.e. D6=1, D8=2,
etc.).

FEROX
ANIMAL SENSES
SURVIVAL EXPERT
HUNTING WEAPONS

MIGHTY THEWS

HIGH-SPEED REACTIONS

D8
D8
D10
D6
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☑ TRAPS EXPERT. When you use SURVIVAL EXPERT to create Scene
Traits related to traps, add a D6 and increase your Success Level by 1.

DARK TALENTS:
☑ SENSORY OVERLOAD (mandatory). Gain 1 KA and a SHOCKED D8
Consequence when you receive excessive sensory inputs.
☑ LONE WOLF. Gain 1 KA and increase the smallest die in the
Shadow when you decide to go on your own to do your own things
alone.
☑ OVERCONFIDENT. Gain 1 KA before a roll and add a D4: if you roll
any MOONS add an extra one.
☑ SOCIALLY UNFIT. Gain 1 KA and drop the highest die in your pool
when you roll for a social interaction.

Legendary Bow (counts as D8 for ranged attacks)
Hunting dagger

Extra ammo

Orion is the greatest hunter of Greece and the whole Empire,
but this time he set his target not on a simple animal but on a
far more difficult prey: the fabled Sword of Af.
He is an overconfident men, used to do all things by himself.
Will he be able to be part of a team this time?

